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ABSTRACT
In recent years, adults have spent increasingly larger amounts of time sitting for work, leisure,
and transportation. Occupations in the Western world have become more sedentary and less physically
demanding, resulting in an estimated one-third to three-quarters of work time spent sitting by American
adults. Moreover, poor posture resulting from increased sedentary behavior is a major cause of lower
back pain and, when combined with the 7.7 hours of sitting most adults do on a daily basis, the effects can
be detrimental. Lower back pain has been reported by 80% of the adult population in the U.S., and
accounts for $75 billion in costs to the American economy. Prolonged poor posture can lead to
musculoskeletal disorders that can cause pain and other health issues. Alarmingly, the increase in
sedentariness has also marked a rise in lifestyle disorders such as obesity, cardiovascular disease, and
diabetes. Studies have shown, however, that the negative consequences of sedentary behavior can be
prevented through breaking up periods of sitting with light to moderate activity. As such, mobile health
(known collectively as mHealth) technology, along with the adaptation of built environments, have been
successfully used to combat sedentary behavior through awareness of time spent sitting, posture
correction, and pre-programmed sitting breaks. With this knowledge, chairs and desks, the popular choice
for performing most work in the Western world, have been chosen for redesign. Through the wisdom of
Iyengar Yoga and yogic seated postures, which are promising ways to improve cardio-metabolic health, a
new floor-seated desk and chair product has been built using a series of design goals. The desk and chair
utilize ultrasonic distance sensors and an iOS mobile application to detect and record posture information
while also suggesting stretches and light activities periodically. The design is a combination of mHealth
technology and a reimagined built environment intended to mollify the negative consequences associated
with prolonged sedentary behavior and poor posture. Potential commercialization paths are also
discussed.
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Chapter 1
Literature Review: Sitting is the New Smoking
In recent years, adults have spent increasingly more time sitting for work, leisure, and
transportation. Occupations in the Western world have become more sedentary and less physically
demanding, resulting in most American adults sitting for an estimated one-third to three-quarters of the
work day (Chau et al., 2014) This estimate does not include the time adults might spend in a seated
position for leisure activities like eating, watching TV, or browsing the internet, or for transportationrelated activities such as driving, flying, or taking public transit. Additionally, according to a study
performed by Church, et al. (2011), over the last 50 years in the U.S., “occupation-related energy
expenditure has decreased by more than 100 calories, and this reduction in energy expenditure accounts
for a significant portion of the increase in mean U.S. body weights for women and men.” Figure 1-1 is
from Church et al.’s study, and describes the Metabolic Equivalent of Tasks (METs) required to perform
work, as well as the changes in activity levels over the last 50 years (Church et al., 2011). Metabolic
Equivalent of Task (MET) is a unit used to describe the intensity and energy expenditure of activities in a
way that is comparable among persons of different weight. According to the Harvard T.H. Chan School
of Public Health, one MET is defined as the energy it takes to sit quietly. For the average adult, this is
about one calorie per every 2.2 pounds of body weight per hour; someone who weighs 160 pounds would
burn approximately 70 calories an hour while sitting or sleeping (“Measuring Physical Activity | The
Nutrition Source | Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health,” n.d.). As displayed in Figure 1-1,
occupations that involve moderate activity have decreased sharply, while sedentary occupations have
continued to increase in prevalence. Sedentary behavior is defined as that which expends fewer than 2
METs. The purpose of Church et al.’s research was to determine a link between sedentary behavior and
obesity.
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Figure 1-1: Trends in the prevalence of sedentary, light and moderate intensity occupations from 1960 to 2008
(Church et al., 2011).

3
In Figure 1-2, Church et al. present even more striking data, indicating that, in the past 50 years,
the mean METs expended for jobs have declined sharply, from 2.55 METs on average in 1960 to fewer
than 2.35 METs in 2010, a trend that is shadowed by the decline in occupation-related caloric expenditure
by both men and women. This increased trend in sedentary occupations has closely followed the
heightened prevalence of noncommunicable yet potentially fatal diseases, such as cardiovascular disease
(CVD), obesity, metabolic syndrome, and diabetes. While there is no evidence that sedentary activity
alone causes these conditions to occur within the adult population, there is scientific consensus that a link

Figure 1-2: Occupational METs and energy expenditure since 1960.
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exists between sitting and these diseases, and that exercise is not enough to combat the ill effects of
extended sedentary behavior.
According to research conducted in 2012 by Ford and Caspersen, “paradoxically, high levels of
sedentary behavior can coexist with high levels of total physical activity,” resulting in what Owen, et al.
(2010) described in 2010 as the “active couch potato phenomenon.” When Owen et al. investigated a
population of men and women who reported at least 150 minutes a week of moderate to vigorous
intensity physical activity (the generally accepted public health guidelines for physical activity), they
found that significant “detrimental dose-response associations were observed with waist circumference,
systolic blood pressure, and other biomarkers,” meaning that the metabolic consequences of time spent
sitting (in this case while watching TV) are “adverse, even among those considered to be sufficiently
physically active to reduce their chronic disease risk.” The researchers then stated that the impact of
prolonged sitting behavior is deleterious and may be independent of exercise levels.
Alarmingly, few adults today are aware of these phenomena (Dantzig, Geleijnse, & Halteren,
2012). Indeed, the New York Times quotes Dr. Brownson, whose work on declining physical activity is
cited in the Church et al. study, as saying, “in many ways, we’ve engineered physical activity out of our
lives, so we’ve got to find ways to put it back….” When it comes to sitting, though, much of seated
activity revolves around how we work as a society. As readers peruse this sentence, they are likely in a
seated position, perhaps with a computer monitor on a desk. There are millions of human beings at a
workplace in sitting at a desk at this moment. Therefore, with this knowledge, chairs and desks, the
popular choice for performing most work in the Western world, have become primary targets for
reconsideration and redesign. Appropriately, hundreds of new products have emerged ready to combat
workplace sitting, which has become the contemporary health concern, much as smoking was in the
1960s. Standing desks are now becoming increasingly prominent, as they offer users choice between
sitting and standing, and can even be retrofitted to traditional desks. Some standing desks can even be
outfitted with treadmills to encourage periodic walking, and others with a set of pedals for bicycling.
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Other interesting solutions in this area include sitting on an exercise ball, the popularization of “kneeling”
chairs, and even upright chairs such as the Mogo by Focal Upright (See Appendix B for more
information.)
With respect to poor posture, it is a major cause for lower back pain, and when combined with the
average of 7.7 hours of sitting most adults do on a daily basis, the effects can be detrimental (Zabaleta,
Rodriguez-de-Pablo, Miljkovic, Keller, & Garcia, 2012). Lower back pain has been reported by 80% of
the adult population in the US, and accounts for $75 billion in costs to the American economy (Frey,
2006). Poor posture can be either kyphosed (slouching forward) or lordosed (protruding stomach) and is
correctable in the short term (Pynt, Mackey, & Higgs, 2008), but prolonged poor posture can lead to
musculoskeletal disorders that can cause pain and other health issues. While what exactly constitutes
“good” posture is still debated within the academic community, it is generally agreed upon that neutral or
ideal posture is one that contains the three natural curves of the spine (Wallden, 2009), as pictured in
Figure 1-3.
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Figure 1-3: Spinal postures clockwise from top left: Neutral spine with natural curvature (Crochot, 2015);
kyphosed and lordosed spines (“Spinal Deformity Types: Scoliosis, Lordosis, & Kyphosis,” n.d.); lordosed slouching
behavior at work station (Khan, 2015); kyphosed slouching behavior at work station (Peeke, 2015).

Sitting: An East-West Divide
Innovations like sit–stand desks and bicycle desks predominantly hinge on the Western practice
of sitting in a chair. In the Eastern Hemisphere, most notably in countries like India and Japan, there is a
storied tradition of sitting on the floor—one that, in many communities, still exists today. Particularly
within Indian spiritual practices such as Yoga and meditation, floor sitting is common, and the virtues of
sitting with proper posture to increase lung capacity and optimize blood flow are often emphasized. Few
studies have been performed on the scientific benefits—or lack thereof—that accompany floor-sitting
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behaviors; however, many studies have been performed on posture and the inability to rise from the floor
as a predictor for mortality.
One study published in the European Journal of Cardiovascular Prevention noted that
participants who lacked the ability to rise from the floor without assistance were twice as likely to die
than those who were able do so (“How Well”, 2012). Maintaining the ability to sit and stand from the
ground is valuable in long-term health and wellness, and this skill is not currently being cultivated by
sitting arrangements. A similar study confirmed this sentiment, stating that musculoskeletal fitness
indicators such as the Sit Rise Test, which examine individuals for muscle strength and flexibility, is a
significant predictor of all-cause mortality (Brito et al., 2014). This begs the question: can sitting and
rising from the floor more frequently improve musculoskeletal fitness? Can sitting on the floor increase
energy expenditure and decrease the negative effects of sedentary behavior? The closest research
performed on floor-seated postures and their MET levels have been conducted by Hagins, Moore, &
Rundle in 2007, wherein the researchers determined that while yoga alone cannot satisfy
recommendations for the intensity of physical activity to maintain health and fitness, practicing yoga is
akin to walking on a treadmill at 2 mph and expends around 2.5 METs. So, while it cannot be determined
whether sitting on the floor in traditional Eastern postures such as the yogic Sukhasana (Figure 1-4, lit.
easy, joyful pose), or in Japanese Seiza (Figure 1-5, lit. proper sitting) expends more energy than sitting
in a chair, it can be hypothesized that the action of rising frequently from the ground, sitting with better
posture as is encouraged by Eastern sitting behavior, as well as breaking up sitting behavior through
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mobile application notifications could potentially decrease the negative health effects that are brought
about by sedentary behavior.

Figure 1-5: Sukhasana

Figure 1-5: Seiza in Japanese or Vajrasana in
Sanskrit
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Monitoring Health with Mobile Applications
Many studies performed on the health effects of sedentary behavior recommend that, if one must
unavoidably sit for lengthy periods, the sitting be broken up every twenty minutes or so. Furthermore,
studies found that two minutes of light-to-moderate activity in between the breaks is sufficient to prevent
negative consequences. One team of researchers created a mobile application called SitCoach, which
nudges workplace employees out of their chairs at regular intervals (Dantzig, Geleijnse, & Halteren,
2012). Another study used a distinct mobile application to interrupt sedentary time in diabetic individuals
through a protocol known as non-exercise activity thermogenesis (NEAT), which is defined as the energy
expenditure of all physical activities—with the exception of purposeful exercise—such as standing,
stretching, or light ambulation, for two minutes (Pellegrini et al., 2015). Dantzig et al. found that, not only
were mobile application–based break reminders beneficial in terms of employee health, but they were
also potentially useful in terms of boosting productivity. Pellegrini et al. stated that utilizing NEAT breaks
created a decrease in insulin response for their Diabetic participants, and that using mobile technology
was feasible and acceptable to beget results in individuals with metabolic problems.
Both of these studies suggest that using mobile applications to achieve sedentary awareness is
possible and accessible, particularly because most smartphones have built-in accelerometers and are
therefore able to track movement. However, a limitation put forth by Dantzig et al. (2012) was that the
constant use of accelerometer data drained the smartphone battery, which is a drawback of using this
technique. They then postulated that it might be more acceptable to harvest data from another source, and
use a mobile application to only relay messages and suggestions. Dantzig et al. motivated participants
through the use of “persuasive” language, stating the negative effects of sitting for too long to create
incentive for participants to move; conversely, Pellegrini et al. motivated participants by suggesting brief
routines of physical activity. Both motivational frames worked, but the real power of mobile health
tracking, as suggested by Dantzig et al., lies in the potential for social media sharing, gamification, and
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goal-setting. Principles uncovered by both Dantzig et al. and Pellegrini et al. will guide the parameters for
designing an effective sedentary and posture tracking mobile application.
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Chapter 2
Synthesizing Ancient and Modern Wisdom for Optimal Wellbeing

The Power of Yoga
The potential health consequences of sedentary behavior include chronic lower back pain,
obesity, cardiovascular disease (CVD), metabolic syndrome, diabetes, and other lifestyle disorders (Ford
and Caspersen, 2015; Same et al., 2014). Moreover, improper posture adopted while sitting for extended
periods can also be a trigger for chronic lower back pain and other musculoskeletal disorders. Essentially,
prolonged sedentary behavior leads to lifestyle disorders characterized by biomarkers such as abdominal
obesity, raised triglycerides, elevated blood pressure, and raised plasma glucose (blood sugar).
Additionally, studies suggest that the negative effects of sedentariness are independent of activity level,
meaning that an otherwise healthy individual cannot necessarily undo sitting for eight hours by hitting the
gym for an hour or two (Owen et al., 2010). So, what is capable of mollifying the effects of sitting for
hours? A previously cited study suggests periodic breaks, taken every twenty minutes, with NEAT (nonexercise activity thermogenesis—e.g., standing, stretching, light walking) activities, can reduce the risks
of long-term sitting (Pellegrini et al., 2015).
Yoga, an ancient Indian mind–body practice that outlines asanas, or postures, for ideal physical
and mental functioning, has a storied history of not only improving physical wellbeing, but also of
creating a sense of calm in one’s mental state. Yoga is one of the earliest known spiritual practices,
tracing its roots back to the Indus Valley civilization (c. 2600–1500 BCE) (Goldberg, “Yoga”). Initially,
these yogic practices were passed along largely through word-of-mouth from teacher to student, and were
guarded with a great secrecy due to their power. It wasn’t until Patanjali, often credited as the father of
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yoga, authored the Yoga Sutras, one of many texts that outline the physical and mental practices of yoga,
that the practice became more accessible to the uninitiated. The intended purpose of yoga, which means to
join [the mind and body], is to create union and harmony between physical and mental states. The
ultimate goal, however, is to use asana (physical posture) and pranayama (breathing practices) as tools
for dhyana (meditation) to realize the higher self. In the West, yoga has been propagated by Indian gurus
such as Swami Vivekananda, Swami Vishnudevananda, and BKS Iyengar. Though yoga is so much more
than just asana (physical postures) alone, today in the Western world, yoga has become synonymous with
asana. The result is a Western focus on physical benefits (i.e., flexibility, strength, weight loss, exercise)
that can be achieved through the practice of yoga.
Appropriately, the health benefits of yoga have been studied by hundreds of peer-reviewed
scientific sources. One study published in the European Journal of Preventative Cardiology states that
yoga is a promising way to improve cardio-metabolic health and, in a trial, found significant
improvements in body-mass index, systolic and diastolic blood pressure, both LDL and HDL cholesterol
levels, heart rate, weight, and triglyceride levels, which are all traditionally biometrics that indicate
lifestyle disorders like obesity and CVD (Chu, Gotink, Yeh, Goldie, & Hunink, 2016). Another study
published in the International Journal of Cardiology, which assessed “the effects of yoga on modifiable
biological cardiovascular disease risk factors,” found that yoga also improved biometrics like blood
pressure, heart rate, respiratory rate, waist circumference, cholesterol, and triglyceride levels, revealing
“evidence for clinically important effects of yoga on most biological cardiovascular disease risk factors”
(Cramer et al., 2014).
Regarding the use of yoga for alleviation of chronic lower back pain (CLBP), one study in the
American Journal of Lifestyle Medicine found that yoga reduces functional disability and improves stress,
depression, and pain responses in patients (Diaz et al., 2013). According to the authors, evidence supports
the use of yoga as a treatment for CLBP, and yoga can even “improve quality of life, reduce perceived
disability, and decrease use of pain medications.” Furthermore, a study conducted in 2012 concluded that
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a comprehensive yoga program improves pain, anxiety, and depression in patients who suffer from
chronic lower back pain—and potentially does so better than exercise (Tekur, Nagarathna, Chametcha,
Hankey, & Nagendra, 2012). The authors state that their study “suggests that yoga has the ability to
reverse the interlinked downward spiral, whereby CLBP causes depression, which gives rise to further
back pain, resulting in increased depression, and so on.” This research indicates that potential health
benefits of yoga extend beyond just the physical realm.
As mentioned previously, yoga’s MET is akin to walking at 2 mph on a treadmill, which would
potentially qualify it as a NEAT activity (Hagins, Moore, & Rundle, 2007). Therefore, it is proposed that
using yoga postures, breathing exercises (pranayama), and even sitting in yogic postures on the floor
instead of in chairs may be a novel way to combat the negative effects of sedentary behavior, which can
lead to lifestyle disorders such as CVD, obesity and diabetes, and can be a major cause for lower back
pain.
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Innovative Asanas for Sitting Better
Chairs are a relatively recent invention in human history. Centuries before chairs were invented,
humans were eating, socializing, resting, and pursuing myriad other activities while sitting on the floor.
There is a scarcity of literature on the difference, in terms of energy expenditure, between sitting in a
chair and sitting on the floor. However, the crux of this thesis revolves around the hypothesis that there is,
indeed, a significant difference. Through anecdotal observations, study with Indian yoga masters, as well
as Internet sources mainly focusing on alternative health and wellbeing, an idea emerges that explains a
major distinction between sitting in a chair versus sitting on the floor.
Sitting in a chair is a comfortable act. Typically, there is little to no muscular effort—there is a
rest for the back and spine, a load-bearing mechanism that distributes human weight, and often, even rests
for the arms. Conversely, when sitting on the floor, there is rarely support for the spine and back, which
means that the core muscles must be engaged to support the spine in an upright position. Moreover,
depending on the position in which one is seated, other muscle groups become activated to support the
body. This distinction can be noted as passive sitting versus active sitting. Passive sitting is slipping into
comfortable, perhaps slouched posture that is common for many. Active sitting is focusing on
maintaining ideal spinal posture. This is not to say, however, that one cannot sit actively in a chair. In
fact, there are many products on the market that aim to create more active sitting. One can, with effort,
actively sit in a chair with better posture and more muscle engagement. This requires a good amount of
mindfulness and more ergonomic chair design. However, when one sits on the floor, particularly in seated
postures such as sukhasana (lit. easy, happy pose), vajrasana (lit. thunderbolt posture), siddhasana (lit.
adept’s posture), padmasana (lit. lotus posture), and others, the body is not only more engaged, but the
posture of the spine is also more ideal, especially in padmasana and vajrasana (Figure 2-1). These seated
poses are inherently designed to improve spinal posture. Meditative asanas such as those pictured in
Figure 2-1 were formulated by early yogis to improve focus, concentration, posture, and comfort for
extended sessions of meditation. Any position one can attain with the body is technically an asana, but
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these prescribed asanas are purported to carry many benefits, especially increasing lung capacity and
musculoskeletal function (Dalkilinç, n.d.).

Figure 2-1: clockwise from top left: padmasana, siddhasana, sukhasana, vajrasana.
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Figure 2-2: BKS Iyengar (1918-2014) was an influential yoga guru who is credited with not only helping to bring yoga to
the West, but also devising prop setups to help less flexible individuals perform yoga asanas.

However, moving from years of sitting in a chair to sitting on the floor is often a painful
transition for many people. Many informal conversations with prospective users of a floor-seated chair,
particularly with less-flexible individuals, resulted in expressions of doubt over comfort, pain, or personal
ability to adopt floor-seated postures at all. Fortunately, there is a way around potential inability or
discomfort associated with injury, inflexibility, tight muscles, and other limiting factors. There are many
different styles, so to speak, of yoga that have emerged in recent years. One such style, known as Iyengar
Yoga, was pioneered by BKS Iyengar (Figure 2-2), who, having been born with many illnesses and
disabilities, innovated on the practice of yoga using props and eventually, transcended his disabilities and
inflexibilities through great practice (Frey and Cataldo, “Iyengar Yoga”). Iyengar Yoga is known for its
use of props to help ease practitioners into poses and is incredibly well suited to people of all skill-levels,
body-types, ages, and flexibility levels (Figure 2-3). Particularly, many middle-aged individuals tend
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towards this style for its focus on safety, proper spinal alignment, and use of props for facilitation (Frey
and Cataldo 488, 2012).

Figure 2-3: People adopting a variety of poses with props, in the Iyengar style. Clockwise from top left:
Paschimottanasana (sitting forward bend); Sarvangasana (shoulder stand); Uttanasana (standing forward bend), and
Halasana (plough pose.)
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Through its use of props, Iyengar Yoga has contributed a way to make floor-sitting more
accessible for those individuals who lack the ability, feel pain, or cannot linger for longer periods of time
on the floor. When sitting on the floor in a cross-legged position such as sukhasana, the tendency is to
either immediately slouch, or to keep the knees very high off the ground in order to maintain a straight
back (Figure 2-4). Both of these results will prevent this asana from being comfortable for long periods
of time, and are technically incorrect practices.

Figure 2-4: A slouched spine and elevated knees as a result of tight piriformis muscles.

The primary reason for a lack of hip flexibility (and therefore an inability to perform sukhasana
and other cross-legged floor-seated postures) is a tight piriformis muscle (“Great Muscles to Know”). The
piriformis (Figures 2-5 and 2-6) is one of six muscles located near the gluteus maximus on the posterior
part of the pelvis, and when the piriformis is flexed (as it is when sitting in sukhasana), the muscle’s
tightness prevents the lateral (away from the midline of the body) stretch of the knees toward the floor.
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According to the webpage Anatomy Studies for Yoga Teachers, when individuals with tight piriformis
muscles attempt sukhasana, their knees are much higher than their hips (Figures 2-7 and 2-8).

Figure 2-5: piriformis, anterior view

Figure 2-6: piriformis, posterior view

Figure 2-7: Compare this image with Figure 2-8, where the knees and hips are aligned. This individual has tighter
piriformis muscles, causing an elevation in the knees above the hips. In proper sukhasana, the knees should be level with
or below the hips.

Figure 2-8: This image shows one of many possible prop setups (a block and two yoga blankets) that elevate the hips and
put less stress on a tight piriformis, so the knees and hips are in one straight line. This makes the pose more comfortable
and prevents injury.
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The contribution of Iyengar Yoga is a simple but powerful one for those with unaccustomed,
tight, or inflexible hip flexors: elevation. By sitting on an elevated cushion, such as a bolster or some yoga
blankets and a block, the lateral movement required by the knees to sit comfortably is far lesser (Figure
2-8). Ultimately, a good prop setup creates a straight line from hips to knees, preventing discomfort and
allowing those with tight hip flexors to perform this and other floor-seated asanas. Many yoga gurus and
texts extoll the virtues of cross-legged sitting, which confer benefits such as better posture, expanded lung
capacity, and greater flexibility. However, when it comes to laypeople, who may lack the self-control and
awareness of a yogi to not only maintain stable, steady spinal posture, but also to remember when to take
breaks from sitting, technology comes in handy.
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Monitoring Health with Technology
Using mobile technology to monitor health is not a new concept; however, it is an increasingly
important one in empowering users to take charge of their wellbeing. Due to the abundance of wireless
connections, advances in Bluetooth technology, and miniaturization of hardware components like sensors
and computer components, mobile health applications have seen dramatic gains in the last five years.
Primary benefits of this mobile health technology include convenience, continuous monitoring, user
engagement, and decreased inaccuracy of health data due to instantaneous self-reporting. Hundreds of
smartphone apps, like Samsung’s S Health, Apple’s Health app, Argus by Azumio, as well as wearable
products, such as the Fitbit, Apple Watch, UP by Jawbone, and others (see Appendix B) provide
relatively inexpensive ways for humans to track their own activity levels, resulting in a movement
commonly known as the quantified self (Patel MS, Asch DA, & Volpp KG, 2015).
One study in the 2015 edition of Current Cardiology Reports promoted mobile technology as an
important factor in reducing cardiovascular or metabolic risk factors as a result of prolonged sedentary
behavior (Same et al., 2015). Many other studies have also noted the value of mobile health technology
(known in the industry as mHealth) in increasing activity levels and user awareness of health metrics as
well as decreasing sedentary time. In the Same et al. study, the authors note that “novel approaches of
‘prescribing’ changes to sedentary behavior leveraging mHealth have been shown to reduce the risk of
developing lifestyle-related chronic conditions,” but that “research investigating the effects of mHealth
interventions on reductions in sedentary behavior at work and during leisure activity is limited.” More
concisely, this means that further research on mHealth interventions in sedentary behavior is required, but
previous research suggests use of technology reduces risk of developing chronic lifestyle disease.
Another important insight gathered by this study is the importance of vibrotactile feedback that is
often programmed into a device if a user has been sitting for too long. Using vibration as a signal to
change positions or take a break has been shown to be effective in some studies. The Same et al. report
goes on to discuss how built environments, such as standing desks, urban planning and other physical
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features (see Figure 2-9) that surround us can impact the way we behave with respect to health.
According to the authors, “changes to this built environment have been proposed as one strategy to reduce
sedentary behavior,” and furthermore they state that users of standing, treadmill, and even pedaling desks
“reduced their sedentary time by 77 min/8 h workday ( at a 95 % confidence interval, 120 to −35 min)
compared to the control group” (Same et al., 2015). The importance of one’s built environment,
especially in light of evidence of no detriment to work efficiency, suggest that activity-permissive
workstations can help reduce sedentary time without compromising work performance. According to a
web page published by the Cornell University Ergonomics Lab, “a large body of research has shown that
frequent micro-breaks improves levels of comfort, work performance, and reduces the risks of
musculoskeletal injuries” (“CUergo: Sitting and Standing,” n.d.).

Figure 2-9: Categories of factors that comprise built environments.
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Although a wealth of the information cited above regarding mHealth, activity tracking, and built
environments was sourced from Same et al., many other academic studies as well as commercial products
discuss or utilize the benefits afforded by mHealth technology to decrease sitting time, improve posture,
and suggest certain behaviors to the user.
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Academic Studies on Posture and mHealth
Numerous academic studies have designed to test posture-sensing technology with varying
results. A study published in the European Spine Journal measured spinal posture using tri-axial
accelerometers and uni-axial gyroscopes (Wong & Wong, 2008). In particular, the accelerometers and
gyroscopes were used to detect postural change in terms of curvature variation in the spine. The system
created by these researchers also involved a digital data acquisition and feedback system, battery pack,
and a garment. The data acquisition and feedback system consisted of microcontrollers, buzzers, and
memory storage devices packaged into a plastic box. Users were asked to wear a garment with embedded
sensor systems, and the movement of the user and the sensors were recorded and analyzed by the
microcontroller. If there was any deviation from neutral spinal posture, the user was given feedback by
means of the buzzer, which vibrated. The preliminary results of this study were that users could be trained
to have better posture through this system, but an issue was a lack of guidance beyond a simple vibration.
How can users know exactly which part of their body to change or move if there is no specific guidance
beyond a vibration?
Another study performed by MIT in 2013 attempted to rectify that very problem: while many
commercially available and research-based posture sensing and correcting applications vibrate to notify
users that their posture needs fixing, there is no specific guidance on how exactly to correct it. Published
in the IEEE Transactions on Haptics, a study discusses the use of haptic (vibrational or touch-based)
feedback in correcting spinal posture as compared with using visual cues (Zheng & Morrell, 2013). The
authors’ findings are useful not only in understanding how to properly provide feedback to the user when
their posture is not ideal, but also provides valuable information about creating a prototype using an office
chair with six force-resistive sensors and an infrared distance sensor. The study found through
experimentation that the most important regions of the body for posture detection (and therefore, for
sensor placement) are the ischial tuberosities (sit bones), thigh region close to the knee, lumbar region of
the spine, and shoulder blades. Because the study focused on how to improve user feedback, the
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researchers placed vibrational feedback mechanisms on the office chair as well, which were designed to
provide location-specific guidance for posture correction. The sensors were able to determine whether or
not a user was sitting in one of four predetermined postures with 93.8% accuracy, and each vibrotactile
device had a specific action based on their placement that users had to perform to end the vibration.
The researchers compared vibrotactile feedback with visual feedback, which was provided in the
form of unobtrusive but noticeable graphics that appeared on user computer screens. The visual feedback
system consisted of an icon to signify the current desired posture and six spatially located color-changing
round indicators to communicate the location and magnitude of the posture errors. When the user made
the appropriate changes to their posture, the images would disappear. The researchers found that there
was no significant difference between vibrotactile and visual feedback mechanisms, but that both were
equally effective in correcting posture. However, they did find that vibrotactile feedback was slightly
more disruptive, most likely due to the thought required to map the vibration to the appropriate response.
Users responded faster to visual cues, but this difference was 2 seconds, which the authors noted as being
insignificant. Overall, this study determined many important conclusions regarding postural sensing,
feedback mechanisms, and user productivity—but what if mHealth apps could be taken a step further?
What if they could suggest behaviors, like taking walks or doing stretches based on established user
patterns?
A mobile application created in the Cornell Interaction Design Lab, known as “My Behavior”, aims
to do just that. Described by the researchers as the first mobile app that provides personalized health
suggestions automatically, the app learns its users’ lifestyle and suggests small changes that are
achievable and data-driven. By recording user activity automatically as well as requesting manual input,
the app utilizes artificial intelligence and machine learning techniques to recommend personalized activity
and food suggestions based on parameters like caloric consumption and the user’s physical activity and
food habits (Rabbi, Pfammatter, Zhang, Spring, & Choudhury, 2015). The app adapts continually to user
behavior by recommending food choices and activities that the user is more likely to engage in, making
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the user more likely to reach their goal (“MyBehavior | Interaction Design Lab,” n.d.). This type of
specific, actionable feedback is precisely the push that users may require to continue using mHealth
technology and understand exact actions required to help attain goals. This sort of nudging,
recommending, and suggesting could be incredibly useful in the design of a posture-sensing device that
also aims to mollify negative effects of sedentary behavior.
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Commercial Products for Posture and mHealth
With respect to the built environment, the last four years have seen a boom in commercially
available standing desks that provide users with the ability to alternate between sitting and standing.
Products like the NextDesk, VariDesk, StandStand, and Kangaroo are all standing desks that each provide
a variety of benefits ranging from portability to height adjustment at the touch of a button (“HeightAdjustable Standing Desks | VARIDESK Sit to Stand Desks,” n.d.). Everyday, it seems that more and
more companies are racing to develop standing desk products that fulfill consumer needs. It would seem
that the solution to the cancer of sedentary behavior is simply to encourage more standing, and that
innovation should end there. However, there is much to be desired with the design of most standing
desks. According to Alan Hedge, a professor at the Cornell University Ergonomics Department, standing
all day is no better than sitting all day. Standing alone does not reverse negative effects that result from
sitting, and standing can even introduce additional risk factors. These risks include spinal compression,
increased lower back pain, carpal tunnel, deep vein thrombosis, and other cardiovascular disorders
resulting from increased circulatory effort because the heart must pump harder in order to keep blood
flowing against gravity (“5 Ways Your Standing Desk Is Doing More Harm Than Good - US News,”
n.d.).
According to the Cornell Ergonomics Lab, the best way to ensure that standing desks (or any
alternative desk designs) serve their purpose is to alternate inactivity with activity, preferably for 2
minutes every 20 to 30 minutes. Moreover, the lab observes that a major problem with standing desks is
the fatigue accompanies standing due to a 20 % increase in caloric expenditure (“CUergo: Sitting and
Standing,” n.d.). This fatigue may result in users standing for shorter periods of time, like 15 minutes in a
day, or worse, altogether abandoning their standing desks after a few weeks. While a study cited earlier
(Same et al., 2015) found no significant detriments to using treadmill desks or stationary bicycle desks,
the Cornell Ergonomics Lab notes that they can cause a decline in computer work performance, mainly in
typing and mousing, but not in reading and non-manual motor tasks (“CUergo: Sitting and Standing,”
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n.d.). Ultimately, despite the fact that standing desks may seem like a complete solution, few commercial
products offer suggestions for when to move, a simple task that can often be difficult to remember while
working. Even fewer commercially available desks are cost-effective. While some recent releases have
improved cost-effectiveness dramatically by using materials like corrugated cardboard, they do so at the
cost of other features, like ergonomics, practicality, and ability to track and nudge users. Almost no
commercially available products in the standing desk space provide information or monitoring about
spinal posture—so for that, users would need to buy yet another gadget.
If consumers are interested in further investment, a few posture-sensing-and-tracking products
exist in today’s world. Most posture-sensing applications, both commercial and research-based, operate
with the use of accelerometers, which are sensors that measure change in velocity, and which are typically
kept in orientation using gyroscopes. Two such products are sold by the startups Lumo Body Tech and
Upright Pose. Their wearable products monitor posture, coach users using a mobile application, and even
track step counts. The products (the Lumo Lift and the Upright Pose) use vibration feedback to prompt
the user if their posture is not ideal, are small and mostly inconspicuous, and are innovations that interface
with mobile applications to display relevant information to the user. Despite mostly favorable reviews
online, many users, such as journalist Olga Khazan, note some distinct drawbacks. In a piece in The
Atlantic entitled “Slouching towards not Slouching,” Khazan likens the Lumo Lift to “having a tiny,
overbearing mother always on your person” (Khazan, 2014). Other issues with wearables like the Fitbit
and Lumo Lift are abandonment. According to another article written in The Atlantic entitled “The Ennui
of the Fitbit,” Megan Garber cites research stating that roughly a third of all activity trackers are
abandoned after just three months (Garber, 2015). According to a recent editorial in the Journal of the
American Medical Association, more than half of the people who buy fitness trackers ultimately stop
using them (Patel MS, Asch DA, & Volpp KG, 2015). The last grain of evidence Garber cites are
statistics from Fitbit itself—as of the first quarter of 2015, only half of the 20 million registered users
remained active on their devices (Garber, 2015).
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The research collaborators opted to forego designing a wearable device due to these issues and
more—as students, budget constraints prevented custom hardware design, which is key to miniaturizing
the required components for a wearable; moreover, judging posture through tri-axial accelerometers is a
task that would conceivably require more than just one dedicated programmer. However, the biggest
reason to not build a wearable device is because this product idea is rooted in the teaching of yoga, which
encourages detachment from material objects; creating a wearable device seemed antithetical to that end.
With a design that builds sensors into the chair itself, there is no device to abandon, or forget about. This
design idea is for a piece of intelligent furniture, which isn’t intended to be overbearing or annoying. To
that end, the product should only remind users about posture when they’re sitting, and it should only
prompt users to take breaks through stretching, meditation, a quick walk, or deep breathing or track their
posture and hours spent sitting if they opt in. The design is not intended to follow users like a wearable
might. After all, as noted by Olga Khazan in her article, people only change their habits if they sincerely
have an internal desire (Khazan, 2014). Moreover, the editorial in the Journal of the American Medical
Association, notes that wearable devices should not be hailed as a silver bullet, or a panacea for health
behavior change—that is, mHealth apps should be viewed as facilitators, not drivers, of change (Patel
MS, Asch DA, & Volpp KG, 2015). Built environments, yogic advice, all the sensors in the world—these
mean nothing without the internal impulse to improve.
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Synthesizing the Ancient and Modern for Optimal Health
What follows herein is a proposed design for an intelligent floor-seated desk and chair that
combines knowledge of ancient yogic traditions, contemporary technological innovations by means of
microcontrollers, mobile applications, and sensors, and built-environment ergonomics. A series of design
goals have been created in light of the health problems being faced by sedentary Americans, with the
ultimate goal being the creation of a functional prototype for a product that could be sold as an alternative
to conventional desks and chairs—one that trains individuals to sit with proper posture on the floor and
take frequent breaks from sitting for minimal health defects by harnessing the power of posture sensors
and a mobile application.
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Chapter 3
Design Goals
Through the exploration of yogic sitting postures, computing technology, and built environments,
an interesting solution emerges to the sitting problem faced by millions in developed countries. As
established in Chapter 1, sitting for prolonged periods of time, no matter one’s level of physical activity,
is detrimental to overall health and wellbeing. Millions of Americans have no choice but to stay seated for
work, school, and leisure activities, and, consequently, have significantly decreased time spent active
throughout the day. While standing desks and other products exist in the marketplace, few solutions have
considered building activity into sitting, and even fewer have considered eliminating the use of a chair
altogether. Furthermore, there has been very little elaboration on the role of posture in muscular activity,
caloric expenditure, and sedentary behavior. Finally, though scientific evidence points towards the value
of frequent breaks from sitting—especially breaks of two-minute duration with light movement and
stretching, few existing products offer systems by which a sedentary individual could be nudged or
suggested activities to perform in order to break up seated behavior.
Using a combination of scientific knowledge as well as ancient traditional wisdom on sitting,
movement, and posture in the form of yoga, basic design goals were created, each corresponding to a
problem faced by contemporary sedentary individuals. These goals have been summarized below in table
format (Table 3-1), and were created with the ultimate intention of building a prototype solution to
alleviate the negative effects associated with prolonged sitting and poor posture.
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Table 3-1: Proposed Design Goals

Stated Problem
Sitting for prolonged periods of time without
breaks is unhealthy, but studies show that
taking breaks can help.
Poor posture can lead to pain, musculoskeletal
disorders and more. Back pain alone has cost
the US economy approximately $75 billion,
and is reported by 80% of the adult population.
Studies suggest a correlation between inability
to rise from the floor and premature mortality.
Developing the musculoskeletal strength and
flexibility to sit and rise from the ground could
be beneficial for long-term health.
Studies show that while vibration and push
notifications are useful, many people abandon
their health-related wearable devices or simply
find them annoying or inconvenient.
Many people are unaccustomed to sitting on
the floor and may find it painful or
uncomfortable.

Design Goal
Design a solution that encourages
individuals to take periodic breaks from
sitting every twenty minutes that last for
two minutes through suggesting light
activity, stretching and yoga poses.
Create a means for individuals to monitor
their posture and improve it over time to
prevent pain and disease.
Eliminate the use of the traditional chair for
potential improvements in flexibility,
strength, muscle use, and caloric
expenditure throughout the day. Create an
easier way to sit on the floor that confers
similar benefits.
Avoid annoying the user. Be limited with
notifications and promote user choice.
Don’t follow users all the time—follow and
suggest only when they want.
Make floor-sitting as comfortable as
possible through elevating and easing the
stretch in the piriformis. Provide back
support for users to ease into the process of
floor-sitting.

As presented in Table 3-1, the myriad problems with current sitting behaviors are ripe for
innovation. The design goals listed in the second column describe high-level ideas for a product, but do
not specify exact design requirements in form, function, or technical specifications. In design, there are
many methodologies that prescribe how to innovate. These tactics are broadly known as design thinking,
and specify a general process to design and develop products, ideas, projects, and more in a rapid,
iterative way. Figure 3-1 illustrates a popular process flow for design thinking that was pioneered at the
Stanford d-school (Plattner, Meinel, Leifer, & SpringerLink, 2015).
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Figure 3-1: Design Thinking model pioneered by the Institute of Design at Stanford.

Thus far in the process, the individuals who suffer from the ill-effects of sitting have been
empathized with through secondary research—millions of Americans suffer from back pain and lifestyle
diseases as a result of increased sedentary behavior. Analysis has been done to recognize a major root
cause—sedentary behavior—and the problem has been defined: that we simply spend too much time
sitting, and not enough time moving. By listing a set of design goals, the process officially moves into the
ideation phase, where a number of ideas are generated and evaluated. During the course of this phase in
the project, ideas were sketched, scribbled, white-boarded, gestured, and recorded through extensive,
often late-night conversation.
These discussions and ideations resulted in a first effort to create a floor-seated chair, utilizing an
accelerometer as a sensor on a wooden backrest (Figure 3-2), which was connected to an iOS app by way
of Bluetooth low-energy (BLE). A microcontroller (a miniaturized computer that can be programmed to
perform a given task) controlled the sensor used in the seat back. This initial prototype was created over a
period of 24 hours at HackPSU, which is an annual event hosted by the coding and entrepreneurial
community at Penn State that encourages rapid product or idea building.
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This first prototype, though largely incomplete and not without bugs, was a starting point—a
bridge to explaining the use of a floor-seated desk and its purpose to people. Doing so resulted in quite a
few interesting conversations from judges and students suffering from back pain, many of whom stated
that they knew they had poor posture, but just didn’t know how to fix it. Though no prizes were won at
this particular hack-a-thon, the research collaborators were intrigued by the response and were determined
to build a functioning prototype—something people could actually use—that fulfilled all of the design
goals.

Figure 3-2: The backrest of the prototype constructed at HackPSU (left); the large opening in the center was used for mounting an
elastic band with the accelerometer/gyroscope combination sensor. The Arduino Uno microcontroller (right image, green board),
breadboard splitting power source (white) and accelerometer/gyroscope sensor (red light.)

To design and build the second prototype, as well as any future prototypes, a common
methodology was employed, known as iterative design, wherein the entire design thinking process—
empathizing, defining, ideation, prototyping, and testing—is continuously repeated until an effective
solution is found. A revised model of iterative design can be found in Figure 3-3.
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Figure 3-3: Iterative design involves repeating the steps involved in design thinking
until a satisfactory solution is found.

Essentially, Prototype I consisted of a wooden board cut to resemble a chair’s backrest,
with an opening in the center of the backrest. A wide elastic band was strung between the
opening, and an accelerometer with a gyroscope was attached to the elastic band. The idea here
was to use the movement of the elastic band to gauge whether or not an individual had poor or
good posture after calibrating what “good” posture was during the first few minutes of sitting
down. The microcontroller (Arduino Uno) was programmed to recognize good and bad posture,
and communicated the results to an iOS app via Bluetooth LE. An Arduino is an open-source
hardware and software kit that can be used for a wide array of projects, particularly in the field of
building devices that sense and control physical objects. A BLE shield is a device which allows
the Arduino board to communicate using Bluetooth. The app recorded the time spent in good
posture and bad posture, respectively, and displayed them on the graphical user interface of the
mobile application (Figure 3-4).
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Figure 3-4: The iOS application was also created during the hack-a-thon; from left to right are the splash screen, login
menu, and sign up form screens.

The iOS app and the microcontroller communicated with each other, but the accelerometer was
an imperfect sensor for being mounted upon the backrest in such a way. Accelerometers measure change
in movement, and given the fact that the elastic band moved in an imprecise way that determined very
little about posture, we decided to scrap the idea of using accelerometers and try different sensors that
were better equipped to being mounted on furniture. As mentioned previously, the research team did not
have the funding to create custom hardware to make a wearable device, and having analyzed, tested, and
evaluated the many flaws in our first iteration, proceeded to the second iteration of the product idea.
So far, the research team had been referring to the product as “StretchDesk”, which referred to the
product’s eventual capacity to not only monitor and track posture, but also to remind users to stretch and
move throughout the workday. The ultimate vision for this product was to display recommended stretches
on the app screen, constantly changing up the routine so as not to bore users. However, it became clear
that this name was quite a mouthful, so the team pivoted to another name—Deskāna—which is a
portmanteau of the English word “Desk” and the Sanskrit word “Asana,” meaning posture, position, or
pose. The forthcoming chapter describes the creation of Deskāna, the second iteration of a prototype.
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Chapter 4
Creating Deskāna
Based on design goals outlined in the previous chapter, the components of Deskāna can be
categorized into three major categories: (1) physical furniture, (2) electronic hardware, and (3) software.
Each category is discussed below in detail, and was iterated upon after receiving verbal feedback from the
first prototype built during HackPSU.

Physical Furniture
After Prototype I was created, major changes were made to the physical furniture of the product.
A problem with Prototype I was the lack of proper spinal support—how could a flat piece of plywood
support and promote proper posture without having any affordances for the three major curves found in
the human spine? Therefore, the research collaborators had to return to the drawing board. Though
Prototype I was a “rough draft” prototype designed to take an abstract idea from a drawing to a physical
object, elicit feedback from potential users, and to be built and tested in a short window of time, this
preliminary testing and discussion helped illuminate the fact that any chair which purports to help users
adopt good posture needs to match or replicate human spinal curvature.
Due to multiple factors, including budget, resource availability, and the fact that this second
prototype was still only meant to be a test rather than a final product, the team had to be lean and creative
with mimicking spinal curvature. Lacking access to a sophisticated lab with ergonomic measures, it was
decided that the best way to mimic a spinal curvature was to measure and build a customized chair to fit
an individual collaborator’s needs. Though many resources, such as Penn State’s Open Lab, exist to
provide averages of human measurements like seated height across both genders, the rationale for
creating an individualized solution was simple: ease of testing. By creating a product suited to the specific
measurements of the creator, preliminary testing and tweaks could be easily and inexpensively made.
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Therefore, the collaborators approximated an individual collaborator’s own spinal curvature. Using a
reference diagram of normal human spinal curvature, the research collaborators scaled it to match the
height of one team member's spine. This way, the collaborators were able to use the ideal curve sized to
fit the individual for testing purposes. In the future, Deskāna will have to either be sold in a range of sizes
or be adjustable to accommodate human spinal variation. This very curvature was used to design a chair
support using CAD software, which was then used to build out the furniture (Figures 4-1 and 4-2).

Figure 4-1: A CAD drawing illustrates the product. The seat back simulates neutral spinal curvature. The
position of the seat back can be adjusted based on individual preferences using three notches.
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Figure 4-2: A profile view of the CAD model illustrating the physical furniture.

The design consists of a series of oak slats attached to two curved cuts of birch plywood, arranged
to simulate neutral spinal curvature. The base of the chair consists of a solid sheet of plywood, connected
to two pieces of plywood with three notches to adjust the angle of the chair back. The slats and curved
cuts are attached via a hinge to a smaller cut of plywood, which slides into one of three notches to change
the angle of the back support. Essentially, the design of this prototype can be likened in many ways to
beach lounge chairs that can be reclined by adjusting the rear bar of the lounge seat; however, the design
of Deskāna, unlike any ordinary chaise lounge, has a curved seat back. With a product name like
Deskāna, it would be remiss if there were no desk component. The desk was constructed out of a sheet of
plywood, to which PVC piping was attached as chair legs. To allow for adjustability, two cuts of PVC
piping had been nested within one another, which created telescoping legs that could move up or down
depending on the preferences of the user (Figures 4-3 and 4-5). See Appendix A for supplementary
product images.
The physical furniture design meets the design goals stated in Chapter 3 by reimagining a desk
and chair that can be used when sitting on the floor, as well as elevating the piriformis muscle to make
floor-sitting less painful for those who are unaccustomed to this type of sitting arrangement. A meditation
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bolster was utilized to achieve the pelvic elevation to alleviate any pain or inflexibility in the piriformis
muscle.

Figure 4-3: An image of Deskana, showing the bolster used to elevate the piriformis muscle. The holes in slats 2 and 9 are
the locations of the ultrasonic distance sensors.

In total, the cost to build this second prototype was $385.06. An itemized list of costs can be
found in Figure 4-4.
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Figure 4-4: Itemized list of costs for Deskāna Prototype II.
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Figure 4-5: A research collaborator sitting in the desk and utilizing the chair while browsing the Internet. In this image, a
bolster-free setup was preferred by the user.

Hardware
Many hardware components from Prototype I were reused in the second iteration: the Arduino
Uno microcontroller, the RedBearLab Bluetooth Low Energy Shield, the breadboards, and the wiring
were all reused. However, based on prior flaws with the use of an accelerometer and gyroscope, these
sensors were replaced by ultrasonic distance sensors, which were programmed to detect the displacement
of two points on the spine to determine whether or not posture was correct. Additionally, a customized
plastic case (Figures 4-6, 4-7, and 4-8) was custom 3D printed to house the wires and hardware for both
functional and aesthetic purposes (such as the protection, organization, and storage of wires). The iOS
application created for Deskāna is hosted on a web server owned by the research team in a secure
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location. An Arduino is an open-source hardware and software kit which can be used for a wide array of
projects, particularly in the field of building devices which sense and/or control physical objects.
A BLE shield is a device that allows the Arduino board to communicate using Bluetooth.
“Shield” refers to the type of peripheral. A shield connects to the top of the Arduino and passes through
all of the ports, effectively not taking away any of the connectivity while still adding functionality (in this
case, Bluetooth). All modern iOS devices feature Bluetooth functionality. All iPhones since the iPhone 4s
and all iPads since the New iPad (released in 2012) are compatible with BLE (Bluetooth Low Energy), a
version of Bluetooth 4 with much lower power consumption. BLE is the only type of Bluetooth that can
be used for non-MFi-certified (Made for iPod/iPad/iPhone) hardware. The Deskāna iOS app contains the
information required in order to make a connection with an Arduino device running Deskāna software
within its range of about 30 ft. Once paired, the Arduino can freely send data to the Deskāna app, which is
designed to interpret and process that data.
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Figure 4-6: Custom 3D-printed encasing for electronics used for the product. The ultrasonic distance sensors are
displayed on the left and right of the box.

Figure 4-7: Wires entering the custom-printed case.
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Figure 4-6: An image of the RedBearLab BLE shield (left), which sits above the Arduino Uno (not visible), and the
breadboard (right.)
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Software
An iOS application was designed and built using Xcode, and was programmed using Objective C.
The software application serves four main purposes: (1) to record current data about user posture and
sitting; (2) to suggest stretches, yoga postures, meditative exercises, and breathing at a user-determined
interval; (3) to store and display historical data about hours spent sitting as well as hours in good and bad
posture; and (4) to allow the user to set goals around how long they want to sit, as well as allow the user
to toggle various settings related to the application. The application was completely redesigned since
Prototype I, and includes five primary interfaces (pictured below). The interface design is intended to
evoke feelings of calm, relaxation, and harmony in keeping with good posture and breathing techniques.
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Figure 4-7: The home screen displays sitting duration, current posture status (via illuminated icon), time with good or bad
posture, time until break, and a pie chart of good vs. bad posture.
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Figure 4-8: The statistics screen consists of a scrollable chart showing net good or bad posture each day the application was
used. Zero indicates 50/50 split of good vs. bad posture. Dates shown along bottom. The chart can be zoomed both
horizontally and vertically.
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Figure 4-9: The settings menu allows the user to customize application settings.
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Good
posture = blue icon

Bad
posture = red icon

Figure 4-10: These images from a Prototype I display how good posture (top) and poor posture (bottom) are
detected and recorded by the application. When a user sits with good posture, the good posture icon is illuminated
in blue; when a user sits in poor posture, the “poor posture” icon is illuminated in red.

Since the Arduino is a simple, light device, the code to control the sensors and BLE is relatively
simple. After importing the libraries required by the BLE and distance sensor hardware, constants were
set for pin assignments (i.e., which pins on the Arduino board different pieces of hardware were to be
connected) and set the baud rate (rate at which information is transferred in a communication channel, in
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bits per second) for the entire application. The standard setup for Arduino code is to have a setup method
which runs once (configures hardware and ports, sets up the BLE identifier, and starts the run timer), then
enters into a loop method which will run continuously as long as the hardware is powered on.

Figure 4-11: a screenshot of the Arduino Uno IDE (Integrated Development Environment) displaying the loop used to take
readings from the Ultrasonic distance sensors.

The loop used here essentially takes readings from the ultrasonic sensors, converts them into
millimeters, calculates the difference between them (absolute value), and sends it via BLE along with a
timestamp to the iOS device the Arduino is currently paired with. The pairing is initiated by the iOS
device.
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When the iOS device receives BLE data from the Arduino, it calls the ‘bleDidReceiveData’
method. This method first ensures the user is logged in (if they are not, there is no account to link the data
with), then it takes the Arduino’s data, splitting them on a comma delimiter. The data the Arduino sends
are a timestamp and an integer value. The timestamp is used to avoid double-counting data and also to fill
in the gaps if a second or two was missed due to Bluetooth communication errors.
The integer value is negative if there was an error or the user is not seated (no posture data will be
logged for that timestamp), and the value is zero or greater otherwise. There is a user setting of posture
sensitivity, which takes into account a range of acceptable posture deviations. This setting can be used if
the application seems to be too picky, and is counting good posture as bad. If the value is non-negative,
the applicable posture icon will be illuminated and each second that passes will add either good or bad
posture to the user’s account data. The pie chart on the “home” tab and the bar chart on the statistics tab
will also be updated accordingly.
All user account data, including posture history, profile information, and user settings, is synced
with a MySQL database server. When syncing, the newer data are kept so that the user will be able to use
Deskāna with multiple iOS devices without losing any information. The application includes an optional
and configurable “scheduled breaks” system. The user may specify a time interval after which the app
will select a stretch of predetermined difficulty for them to perform to break of their seated time.
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Figure 4-12: The stretch breaks screen displays a pose and scrollable instructions about how to perform the stretch or
activity in detail.

Communication between the database server and the app is handled via PHP scripts hosted on the
web server. iOS does not natively include MySQL support, and it is better practice for security to keep
database access outside of the application and the user’s phone. The app sends HTTP POST requests to
the server, and the server returns either the relevant results, a success message, or an error message as a
JSON string for the app to interpret.
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Figure 4-13: Main/Home view controller code for Xcode, used to built iOS applications.

The hardware and software components of Deskāna fulfill the design goals outlined in the
Chapter 3 by allowing users to monitor their posture throughout the day and suggesting stretches and
break activities to the user in an optional and unobtrusive way. With those final goals met, the creation of
a second prototype of the product is complete—however, this prototype only opened the door to further
questions and potential improvements in future versions. This is a major benefit of iterative design—each
successive attempt at product creation solves problems but also elicits further exploration into the nature
of the question, fueling innovation and creativity.
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Future Iterations of Deskāna
It is seldom that a first iteration is free from flaw; this prototype of Deskāna accomplished many
things by bringing to life an entirely new vision for sitting, working, and taking frequent and preventative
breaks from sitting. However, there are many improvements that could be made to the design and
functionality of Deskāna in future iterations, especially before considering commercialization paths such
as crowdfunding or online retailing.
One such improvement would be the portability of the current prototype. In the view of the team,
the design was too bulky and difficult to be transported. Though many modern desks lack this feature, the
current prototype’s lack of portability is such that even moving it within one’s own home or office is a
burden and, in the future, this would certainly need to be remedied by changing the dimensions and
materials used in the design. Lighter materials like bamboo and aluminum would be ideal for future
iterations, but due to lack of resources and the small scale of operation, the team was unable to pursue
using these materials in a prototype.
Furthermore, the design of Deskāna would work for a desktop computer, but does not compensate
for the lack of ergonomics in the design of contemporary laptops, which force the user to angle their
necks downwards to see the screen. Common ergonomic advice is for the top of one’s monitor to be at
eye-level. To achieve compliance with this advice, the desk component of the product could include an
extendable piece that would support a laptop at a higher height. Of course, in this scenario, a user would
need to operate a separate keyboard and mouse for their laptop, since elevating the screen of a laptop
makes the use of its built-in keyboard and mouse un-ergonomic. Additionally, in terms of ergonomics,
future iterations of the chair would either require adjustability or would need to come in three “sizes” to
accommodate for natural human variance in spinal curvature as well as height. Other interesting ideas to
pursue in the realm of height adjustability would be the extent to which the chair and desk could
telescope—would it be possible to create a desk and chair that can be used while standing as well as
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sitting on the floor? These are the types of difficult questions that would be interesting to explore with
greater resources and funding.
Another design improvement involves the further miniaturization and customization of the
hardware used to track posture. The Arduino Uno and the BLE shield used in the first prototype are by no
means large, but they could certainly be smaller so as to allow discreet, unobtrusive mounting on some
portion of the chair or desk. Additionally, the Deskāna software application does not notify users when
they are slouching using vibration or any other feedback other than recording—while this was intentional
in the first prototype to reduce disruption to working, this feature could be added as an opt-in for the user,
who could request push notifications on their mobile device for slouching periods. Ultimately, before any
commercialization paths are pursued, these design improvements and more would be implemented into
future iterations, underlining the cyclical nature of iterative design and development.
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Chapter 5
Potential Go-To-Market Strategy
If budget, time, and scope were not as limited as they are, the research team would certainly take
the opportunity to implement many of the solutions to design flaws outlined in Chapter 4 and begin to
consider paths to sell the product.

Crowdfunding
In order to implement and perfect many of the design improvements for the product, two things
would be necessary: firstly, and more importantly, buyer input would be needed. Using crowdfunding
platforms like Kickstarter and Indiegogo is a great way of minimizing risk while testing market viability
and receiving customer feedback on prototypes. If the research collaborators were to create a new CAD
drawing of a future prototype, and used personal or grant funding to build it, a Kickstarter campaign
could be created to receive funding while simultaneously gauging consumer interest in this product.
Hundreds of pages have been written on Kickstarter best practices, which would be wise to
incorporate for a successful product launch. First, it would be vital to have at least three to six months of
legwork in securing the first 30 percent of funding—according to experienced Kickstarter entrepreneurs
as well as company strategists, this is the best way to ensure campaign goals are met (Helmer, 2014).
Another important factor in creating and managing a successful campaign is the length of time it lasts—a
longer campaign does not necessarily ensure that people will give more money. According to Kickstarter,
statistically speaking, campaigns under 30 days long tend to enjoy higher success rates. Furthermore,
outlining a clear budget and calculating costs for each reward is crucial to success (Entis, 2014). Research
shows that the most important contribution amount (and, incidentally, the average contribution) is in the
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$50 to $70-dollar range, so special attention should be paid to the rewards and incentives provided in this
bracket. Experts also recommend tailored, personalized emails to potential contributors rather than massemail blasts (Entis, 2014).
Utilizing these strategies and more, the research team could plan and launch a crowdfunding
campaign on Kickstarter using a one-off prototype and more detailed CAD drawings. Each level of
contribution would feature a different “gift” for the customer, and included in the Kickstarter campaign
would be a timeline to production as well as a budget detailing how every dollar would be spent if the
goal were to be reached. Many similar Kickstarter or Indiegogo products have been created to improve
desk ergonomics and posture, including the Upright, OPLØFT, the Lean Chair, and the Tiny Tower, with
varying degrees of success (Figure 5-1).

Figure 5-1: A kickstarter page for Opløft, a desk attachment that can be used for both sitting and standing.

Ultimately, regardless of whether or not Deskāna would be able to reach its funding goal on
Kickstarter or similar crowdfunding platforms, many valuable lessons would be learned regarding the
demographic profile of interested prospective customers, as well as their price sensitivity, design
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feedback, and how to improve future attempts at crowdfunding. As many in the entrepreneurial
community frequently say, failure is best when it is quickly and intelligently done. Utilizing a
crowdfunding platform would be a fast, inexpensive, and relatively risk-free way to determine the
potential success of a product like Deskāna in a larger market space. If the product were to succeed on
Kickstarter, and meet its funding goals, the research team would then be faced with the task of
distributing rewards and planning future iterations, along with a more long-term go-to-market strategy,
which is outlined forthwith.
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Going to Market and Pricing
The first benefit of using crowd-funding platforms as the first piece of a product go to market
strategy is the design feedback that is received from users. Kickstarter users are notorious for their many
product reviews, interactions with product creators, and survey responsiveness. Through the journey of
funding a product, users and customers become more invested in the success and the development of the
products they have chosen to fund. This unique advantage does not necessarily exist with alternative
means of funding—or, if it does, it is to a much lesser degree. Kickstarter is unique in that the product
creators and the customers are in constant communication, and for designers soliciting feedback from
customers is much easier, making the iterative design process more meaningful and data-rich. The
research team anticipates that if they were to launch a Kickstarter successfully, the product would go
through at least two to three more iterations before reaching a final form that would be sold through an ecommerce website. However, unlike larger companies, who often struggle to design with the customer in
mind, every iteration made after the first Kickstarter would be created using feedback provided through
customer reviews, emails from users, surveys, and other artifacts. This is why crowdfunding is a preferred
method for creating and selling products, especially when dealing in lower volumes, as startups often do.
Another major benefit of meeting Kickstarter funding goals would be the opening of more
channels to sell and market Deskāna. Recently, Amazon has created a store, formerly known as Amazon
Exclusives and renamed Amazon Launchpad, within their website that features successful Kickstarter
products. According to Engadget, in order to be eligible for placement in the Launchpad store, brands
have to agree to partner with Amazon as an exclusive third-party retailer (Souppouris, 2015). Therefore,
products can still be sold through a brand’s website or physical stores, but the products sold by Amazon
will be shipped by Amazon and are eligible for Prime shipping. These features make the Amazon
Launchpad store a highly attractive partnership for product designers and creators who do not have access
to the kinds of supply chain resources that Amazon does, while simultaneously allowing emerging
companies to sell via other channels (Groden, 2015). If Deskāna reaches Kickstarter funding goals, and
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were able to prove itself through shipping products using an independent e-commerce website, a
partnership with Amazon as a third-party retailer would not be so difficult to imagine. Often, Amazon
chooses to showcase Launchpad products as part of its front-page gift ideas, which would be positive
marketing for the product. Furthermore, Amazon is widely recognized as a means to read reliable product
reviews before purchasing. These reviews, being relatively unbiased and not coerced, could further fuel
ideas for future iterations on the product.
Because Deskāna is a unique product with many associated overhead costs, including
manufacturing and assembly, the research team does not believe that selling the product using traditional
bricks-and-mortar channels is the best strategy. Rather, the research team believes that selling exclusively
online using multiple ecommerce channels, and driving traffic to those channels with lean marketing
techniques like paid targeted advertising on social media platforms (using cookies and customer data to
find customers that might be interested in Deskāna based on their browsing history), Google Adwords,
and inbound content marketing. The research team anticipates that based on customer profiles of similar
products, the primary market for this product would be users interested in yoga, meditation, mindfulness,
and wearable technology. Additionally, while the target demographic may include some middle-aged
customers due to the constant search for a product that can help alleviate lower back pain, a majority of
the customer base will consist of those between the ages of 25 and 38, especially those who are selfemployed, work from home, and prefer alternatives to traditional desks. Because of price sensitivity and
social awareness in the demographic just described, it would be paramount to create a product that is both
made of sustainable materials, as well as reasonably affordable. Based on the costs required to create a
one-off prototype ($385.06), a suggested retail price for Deskāna, inclusive of all materials for the desk,
chair, hardware, and software components, would be $450, which would leave some margins to for profit.
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Figure 5-2: Costs for handmade (manufactured individually and by hand) prototype of Deskāna. Costs are high and
profits are low due to small scale production.
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Figure 5-3: Profit and cost for future mass-produced products.

The research team anticipates that a final iteration of Deskāna would be significantly cheaper than
$385.06 per unit to produce and ship, but all estimates are being made using that figure due to lack of
more reliable models at this time. Ideally, per unit costs would be less than half of retail price.
Furthermore, due to a lack of middle-men in the selling process, costs that might go towards retailing and
marketing can be commuted to the customer as savings, making the price fairer while accommodating the
need for ROI. This transparent pricing scheme is by no means original, but has been pioneered by other
startups with great success, especially in the era of socially-conscious millennial consumers.
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Figure 5-4: Everlane, an e-commerce clothing shop, is dedicated to pricing and manufacturing transparency. A chart
describing their exact production costs and markups is included for every product they retail online.
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Transparency regarding costs, manufacturing practices, and markups is an incredibly important
cornerstone of this product, as its mission is to promote thoughtfulness through wellbeing and good
health. While Deskāna was created with the intent of being a business-to-consumer (B2C) brand with a
B2C product, there are opportunities to leverage what has been created and sell it to businesses, particular
more contemporary tech companies that believe in open office plans and alternative seating arrangements.
Other opportunities for this product include branching out into handmade, bespoke furniture (with greater
costs and for more affluent clientele), as well as utilizing manufacturing to uplift and empower laborers in
developing countries, by using only sustainably-harvested materials and paying fair wages. All of these
practices increase costs, but also greatly increase social and environmental good. Ultimately, the research
collaborators did not want to create a product that does not benefit stakeholders along the way.
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Competitors and Similar Products
Competitors in this situation would be pre-existing startups that are selling similar products.
Realistically, Deskāna is one of dozens of desk alternatives and posture trackers available today and,
while Deskāna combines benefits from both realms, it is not unrealistic to think that consumers could buy
two (or more) products to replace the functionality of Deskāna, though it would be less integrated and
potentially more expensive to do so. Similar products in the realm of alternative desks and chairs include
the Next Desk, a standing desk that is moveable with the touch of a button, Sukhasana, a chair that affords
the user the ability to sit cross-legged at their desks, the Varidesk, a retro-compatible desk that transforms
any desk into a standing desk, and the Oristand, a portable piece of cardboard that also can transform any
desk into a standing desk. Examples of posture tracking wearable technology include the Upright posture
trainer and the Lumo Lift. There are many more similar products that can be referenced in Appendix B,
but Table 5-1 compares Deskāna with major competitors.
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Table 5-1: Comparison of pricing and features between competitors and alternatives to Deskāna. ( ~ indicates a feature
that is not currently present on the prototype, but is planned for a future iteration.)

Product

Price

Posture
Tracking
capability

Deskāna
(Desk, chair, and
posture tracking app)

$450

✔

NextDesk
(Desk)

$1097
(base
model)

VariDesk
(Desk)

$375

Sukhasana
(Chair)

$1800

Oristand
(cardboard desk)

$25

Lumo Lift
(wearable)

$79.99

Upright
(wearable)

$129

Portability

Suggests
Stretches and
movement

~

✔

Compatibility
Adjustable
with existing
Height
desks
~

✔

✔
✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

N/A

✔

✔

N/A

While Deskāna does not provide all the features outlined in the table, no other product currently
available does, either. Additionally, Deskāna occupies a positional niche in terms of both price and
functionality—no other product currently available does everything Deskāna does at the same price. If
further iterations were created, this product could have viability in the marketplace due to its blending of
wearable technology, posture tracking, and built environments.
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SWOT Analysis
The SWOT analysis of Deskāna (Table 5-2) summarizes the product and this potential go-tomarket strategy.
Table 5-2: SWOT Analysis

Strengths
● Use of crowdfunding platforms like
Kickstarter are quick, easy, inexpensive, and
can help with feedback for future iterations.
● Use of e-commerce for retailing saves on costs
associated with brick-and-mortar retail.
● Transparent pricing model and sociallyminded business practices can appeal to target
demographic.
● Product combines features from both posture
trackers and desk alternatives.

Weaknesses
● Redesign of Prototype requires resources,
funding, and time, making it difficult to
accomplish.
● There is potential for the product to fail in
crowdfunding, or fail altogether due to lack of
customer interest.
● Price of product could be too high for true
customer adoption.

Opportunities
● Expansion into B2B domain by contracting
with tech companies.
● Potential pivots into bespoke furniture making
as well as sustainable materials sourcing can
be lucrative.
● Partnership with e-commerce companies like
Amazon can increase product exposure and
expand supply chain infrastructure.
● Software within the mobile application has the
capability to be slightly tweaked for potential
use in other scenarios, for example, for cars
and trucks, or can be dissociated from product
and made into a web application that reminds
users to stretch, accessible by anyone.

Threats
● Competitors are already established, making
market entry more difficult.
● Competitors could develop similar concept
more quickly and with greater ease due to preexisting economies of scope and scale.
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Chapter 6
Final Remarks

Human sedentary behavior has significantly increased in the last few decades, along with the
incidence of several lifestyle diseases such as diabetes, obesity, and cardiovascular disease. Furthermore,
an increase in the amount of time spent sitting has also hearkened an increase in negative consequences
resulting from poor posture, such as lower back pain and a number of musculoskeletal disorders. The
introduction of improved built environments, such as standing desks and treadmill desks, as well as the
use of mHealth technology, have recently been used to reduce or prevent altogether the negative
consequences of sitting too much. Along with the wisdom propounded within many schools of yoga, but
most notably the Iyengar tradition, creating a new product that combines an redesigned built environment
with posture-sensing capabilities that improves flexibility and musculoskeletal health is a proposed
solution to the risks of prolonged sedentary behavior.
Deskāna, a floor-seated desk and chair, was created to meet a number of design goals. With the
user in mind, iterative development was utilized to design and build a product that could sense human
posture, record it by coupling with an iOS mobile application, and suggest simple stretches and sitting
breaks to users. Furthermore, the built environment was designed such that users would increase
musculoskeletal strength and flexibility through assuming and rising from floor-seated postures. All
preliminary design goals were met within the resources available; however, many further improvements
were discovered through the process of iterative development. Commercialization paths were briefly
discussed; however, many barriers to entry and further iterations exist to product commercialization.
Further analysis regarding the benefits of floor sitting and user testing would be natural next steps for
exploration within the realm of study.
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Appendix A
Supplementary Information on Second Deskāna Prototype

Dimensions of Deskāna
Chair Dimensions (L×W×H, inches):


BASE: 26″×24″×0.75″



BACK: 2–3.5″×0.75″×23″



REAR SUPPORTS: 26″×0.75″×2″; semicircles are of a 1″ radius



SUPPORT BASES: 24″×0.75″×2″; semicircles are of a 1″ radius



SLATS: 24″×0.75″×0.25″; rounded edges of 0.2″ radius on two faces



SLAT SPACING: 0.25″



SENSOR HOLES: 11/16″ diameter (11/32″ radius); ½″ spacing; located in the 2nd slat from the
top and the 4th slat from the bottom

Desk Dimensions (L×W×H, inches):


DESK SURFACE: 36″×24″×0.75″



LEGS: 1.5″ PVC and 1.25″ PVC, telescoping, 10–18″ tall
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Supplementary Images

Figure A-1: Head-on view of Deskāna CAD rendering.

Figure A-2: Frontal view of Deskāna prototype II.
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Figure A-3: View of Deskāna with bolster.

Figure A-4: Profile view with bolster.
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Figure A-5: Head-on view with bolster.

Figure A-6: Top view with bolster. 1
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Appendix B

mHealth Products for a Sedentary Lifestyle
Crosschair: The CrossChair transforms from a standard office chair, into a V-shaped seat with a footrest
that allows users to sit cross-legged. This not only reduce fatigue and back pain, it actually promotes
flexibility and good posture. The product was unsuccessful in reaching its funding goal on Kickstarter,
but more information can be found on www.serendipitylabs.com/sitting-standing-power-crosschair/
Kangaroo: The Kangaroo is an adjustable desk attachment that fits on any desk to allow the user to sit or
stand while working. Base models begin at $499. More information can be found online at
ergodesktop.com/content/kangaroo-0.
Lumo Lift: The Lumo Lift is a posture coach and activity tracker that can be affixed to the user’s clothing.
The user then calibrates the sensor to his or her ideal posture. Whenever the user deviates from this, the
sensor will vibrate to notify the user to correct their posture. Lumo Lift will track the user’s posture, steps
taken, distance travelled and calories burned through the complimentary iOS or Android app. More
information can be found online at http://www.lumobodytech.com/lumo-lift/.
Mogo by Focal Upright: The Mogo seat, nicknamed the “human kickstand,” is like a third limb that lets
the user rest their legs and support their back while keeping their full weight off the ground or office
chair. The Mogo is unique in that it can be used anywhere. There are other models of seats available with
similar and unique functionality on the Focal Upright website, www.focaluprightfurniture.com.
Next Desk: Next Desk is a much-discussed sit-stand desk that features a microprocessor-controlled lift
system that moves the desk surface up and down in seconds. Numerous models are available and can be
viewed on www.nextdesks.com.
Ombee: Ombee is a mobile, modular stand-up desk that can be packed up into the size of a briefcase, and
built up again whenever or wherever the user desires. Ombee weighs in at around 13 pounds, and is
unique due to its modular honeycomb design. Ombee also features a board to stand upon that allows the
user to move their lower body to prevent injury while standing. Pictures and further information can be
found at www.ombee.com.
Oristand: Oristand is a $25 standing desk made out of cardboard that can be easily transported anywhere.
Its design goals are to be simple, flexible and wallet-friendly. Oristand also aims to reduce materials
associated with desks, which is a key rationale behind the use of cardboard. More information can be
found at www.oristand.co.
Refold: Refold is a flexible, foldable, portable, affordable, and 100 percent recyclable standing desk, also
made from cardboard, that costs $250. Information on Refold can be found on its website at
www.refold.co.
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Stand Stand: StandStand is a portable standing desk that weighs less than most laptops and is small
enough to carry in a bag. StandStand can be quickly assembled into a laptop stand that turns any table or
desk into a standing desk. Details regarding Standstand can be viewed at www.standstand.co.
Sukhasana: Sukhasana is an office chair that allows the user to sit cross-legged at their desks, citing
benefits such as improved posture, flexibility and digestion. More information on Sukhasana can be found
at www.sukhasana.com.
Tiny Tower: Tiny Tower is a height-adjustable laptop stand intended to make laptops ergonomic. It is
currently available for crowdfunding via Kickstarter as of May 16th, 2016.
Upright Pose: The Upright posture trainer is a wearable device, that, when placed on the lower back,
trains the user by vibrating when the user slouches. The mobile application can be used to track posture
over time as well as complete personalized training programs. The Upright posture trainer was funded via
Kickstarter; more information at www.uprightpose.com.
Varidesk: The Varidesk is a desktop addition that transforms any desk to a sit-stand desk. More
information can be found at www.varidesk.com.
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